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Galactic stellar halo is rich with substructure

based on Bernard et al. (2015)



goal

Stellar streams are a direct evidence

                          of hierarchical formation 
                                                  of galaxies,

but can they tell us more
               about their host galaxy?



Tidal streams are expected to probe the Galactic potential



Streams disagree on the shape of the dark matter halo

Law & Majewski (2010)Sagittarius:

p = 0.72 | q = 0.99



Streams disagree on the shape of the dark matter halo

Law & Majewski (2010)Sagittarius: Palomar 5: Pearson et al. (2015)

p = 0.72 | q = 0.99 ?





Our assumptions about the gravitational potential are idealized 

N-body dark matter halo Analytic dark matter halo Residuals



Tidal streams

in an N-body halo

Tidal streams

in an analytic halo



Assumption of an analytic halo can bias the recovery of its mass

Bonaca et al. (2014)



goal2

Properties of stellar streams depend

                         on the underlying gravitational potential,

but what are they actually constraining?

Bonaca & Hogg, in prep



Information content can be quantified with Cramer-Rao bounds

Observational data
(R.A., Dec, distance,
radial velocity, proper motion)

(observational uncertainties)

Covariance matrix



Information content can be quantified with Cramer-Rao bounds

Observational data
(R.A., Dec, distance,
radial velocity, proper motion)

Model parameters
(e.g., dark matter halo parameters)

Covariance (Fisher) matrix
(best attainable constraints)(observational uncertainties)

Covariance matrix

Cramer-Rao lower bound



Data and model in the context of stellar streams

Generative model for a stellar stream

given gravitational potential, progenitor's
position and stream age

Bonaca et al. (2014)



Data and model in the context of stellar streams

Generative model for a stellar stream

given gravitational potential, progenitor's
position and stream age

Bonaca et al. (2014)

Stream observationally

a collection of equidistant stars,
with up to 6D positions

sky position: 0.1 deg

distance: 2 kpc

radial velocity: 5 km/s

proper motion: 0.1 mas/yr

Observational uncertainties:

0.5 deg



Quantifying how much a stream changes with model variations

A formal derivative is approximated

by a numerical derivative:



Analysis completed on the following Milky Way-like streams:



Overview of model parameters:

Bulge

mass, scale length
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Overview of model parameters:

Bulge

mass, scale length

Disk

mass, scale length, scale height

Dark matter halo

scale velocity, scale radius, x/y axis ratio, z/y axis ratio

Progenitor's position

RA, Dec, distance, radial velocity, proper motions



crb
3D positions only

3D positions and

radial velocities

3D positions and

3D velocities

Available data:

For an individual stream,

multiple degeneracies

exist between model

parameters
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2d_all

Streams have different:

sensitivity to Galactic

properties

covariances between

different properties, and

requirements on data 

quality

3D

4D

6D



Constraints are driven by data dimensionality, not its precision



Constraints are driven by data dimensionality, not its precision

DESI:



Constraints are driven by data dimensionality, not its precision

DESI:

Gaia:



Multiple streams constrain the dark matter halo to better than 1%



roadmap3

Known stellar streams constrain parameters

                               of an analytic dark matter halo

                                                        to better than a percent,

but how does that map to

               physical properties of the halo?



Stream constraints on the potential propagate to physical quantities

Converting from model parameters q
to derived quantities p(q):



Stream constraints on the potential propagate to physical quantities

Radial acceleration:

Converting from model parameters q
to derived quantities p(q):



Stream constraints in a more flexible gravitational potential

Fiducial potential: Hernquist bulge + Miyamoto-Nagai disk + NFW halo

Perturbations:



Stream constraints in a more flexible gravitational potential

Fiducial potential: Hernquist bulge + Miyamoto-Nagai disk + NFW halo

Perturbations: dipole



Stream constraints in a more flexible gravitational potential

Fiducial potential: Hernquist bulge + Miyamoto-Nagai disk + NFW halo

Perturbations: dipole + quadrupole



Stream constraints in a more flexible gravitational potential

are the best at the stream's current location.

Fiducial potential: Hernquist bulge + Miyamoto-Nagai disk + NFW halo

Perturbations: dipole + quadrupole + octupole



Even in a flexible potential, combined stream constraints are precise

Fiducial potential + up to

octupole perturbations



Imprint of different merger histories comparable to stream precision

Latte courtesy A. Wetzel & the FIRE team



Summary

Combining information from ~10

                    known streams should constrain 

              the acceleration field to better than 10%.

In a sufficiently flexible model of the Galaxy,
                        stellar streams are most sensitive 

                                            to the total mass within 

                                                            their current position.


